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Fast ions created in the fusion processes will provide up to 70% of the heating in ITER. To optimize heating and current drive in magnetically confined plasmas insight into fast-ion dynamics is important. First measurements of such dynamics by collective Thomson scattering (CTS) were recently reported [Bindslev et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 205005 2006]. Here we extend the discussion of these results which were obtained at the TEXTOR tokamak. The fast ions are generated by neutral-beam injection and ion-cyclotron resonance heating. The CTS system uses 100–150 kW of 110-GHz gyrotron probing radiation which scatters off the collective plasma fluctuations driven by the fast-ion motion. The technique measures the projected one-dimensional velocity distribution of confined fast ions in the scattering volume where the probe and receiver beams cross. By shifting the scattering volume a number of scattering locations and different resolved velocity components can be measured. The temporal resolution is 4 ms while the spatial resolution is ~10 cm depending on the scattering geometry. Fast-ion velocity distributions in a variety of scenarios are measured, including the evolution of the velocity distribution after turnoff of the ion heating. These results are in close agreement with numerical simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In future tokamak experiments, such as ITER, and in future fusion power plants, the main source of heating will come from the plasma itself in the form of fast ∝ particles produced in D-T fusion reactions. These fast ∝ particles must transfer their energy to the bulk plasma before they are expelled from the plasma. It is important to understand the fast-ion dynamics, especially the interaction with plasma instabilities, to develop scenarios which avoid premature expulsion of the fusion ∝’s. Fast ions can, for instance, be prematurely ejected by Alfvén modes driven by the fast ions [1–6]. Also sawteeth are reported to redistribute fast ions and be influenced by the fast ions [7–11].

As a challenge to current theory and as guidance for the further development of our understanding of fast-ion dynamics, experimental measurements of confined fast ions resolved in time, space, and velocity are needed. Collective Thomson scattering (CTS) can, as demonstrated here, provide such measurements. The fast-ion CTS diagnostic is based on the scattering of electromagnetic waves off microscopic fluctuations, principally in the electron distribution, driven by ion motion [12–16]. By using CTS it is possible to measure the localized confined fast-ion velocity distribution projected onto a given direction depending on the scattering geometry. CTS has also been used in magnetically confined plasmas as an ion temperature diagnostic using far-infrared radiation [17] and later using millimeter-wave gyrotron radiation [18–20]. Fast-ion data from CTS were first obtained at JET [21], and recently first measurements resolving fast-ion dynamics by CTS were made at TEXTOR [22].

This paper presents detailed measurements of the fast-ion velocity distribution function in the TEXTOR tokamak measured by CTS and is an extension of the discussion in [22]. In Sec. II the principles of CTS are described; Secs. III and IV describe the diagnostic system, show examples of raw data, and provide evidence of the CTS origin of the measured data. Section V deals with the analysis of these data, and Sec. VI discusses the inferred velocity distribution. Experimental measurements of the evolution of the fast-ion velocity distribution after the ion heating was turned off are compared with simulations in Sec. VII. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. VIII.

II. CTS THEORY

In CTS a probing beam of radiation is incident on the plasma and a receiver beam collects radiation scattered from the probe beam by fluctuations in the plasma. The geometry of these beams (scattering geometry) determines which velocity component is resolved, where the measurement is...
FIG. 1. (Color online) CTS scattering geometry in the TEXTOR tokamak. The probe enters the plasma in the horizontal midplane and the first receiver mirror is located ~20 cm above. The resolved fluctuation wave vector \( \mathbf{k}^s = \mathbf{k}^s - \mathbf{k}^i \) is generally pointing towards the launch and receiver mirrors for the back scattering geometry used on TEXTOR.

taken spatially, and with what spatial resolution. The latter are given by the location and the extent of the scattering volume which is the spatial region where the probe and receiver beams overlap. In Fig. 1 we show a poloidal map of an example of a scattering geometry in TEXTOR, showing both the scattering volume and the wave vectors involved. The wave vector and frequency of the resolved fluctuation are given by \( (\omega^s, \mathbf{k}^s) = (\omega^s - \omega^i, \mathbf{k}^s - \mathbf{k}^i) \), where superscripts “i” and “s” refer to incident and scattered, respectively.

The spectral power density of the scattered radiation collected by the CTS receiver is given by the equation of transfer [15,16]:

\[
\frac{\partial P^s}{\partial \nu^s} = P^i O_p(\lambda_0^i) r_e^2 n_i \frac{1}{2\pi} \Sigma, \tag{1}
\]

where \( P^s \) and \( \nu^s \) are the power and the frequency of the received scattered radiation, \( P^i \) is the incident power, \( O_p \) is the beam overlap, \( \lambda_0^i \) is the vacuum wavelength of the incident probing radiation, \( r_e \) is the classical electron radius, \( n_i \) is the electron density, and \( \Sigma \) is the scattering function. The beam overlap is the integral volume of the product of the normalized probe and receiver intensity. \( \Sigma \) accounts for the microscopical fluctuations and the efficiency with which these fluctuations scatter the probe radiation into the received radiation [15]. The power density of the received scattered radiation is proportional to the scattering function which is the main term accounting for the functional variation with respect to the frequency, \( \nu^s \), of the received radiation. \( O_p \) can also have a small dependence on \( \nu^s \) because of dispersion. This is neglected here. The scattering function further accounts for the functional variations with plasma parameters and the probing frequency. Together with \( O_p \) it also accounts for dependence on scattering geometry. Extraction of ion information from Thomson scattering requires that the scattering be dominantly off collective fluctuations, which implies \( \alpha = (|\mathbf{k}^s| \lambda_D)^{-1} > 1 \). Here \( \alpha \) is the Salpeter parameter and \( \lambda_D \) is the Debye length. Thus fluctuation scale lengths longer than the Debye length are resolved by CTS. The scattering function can be divided into parts due to fluctuations driven by the motion of, respectively, bulk ions, \( i \), electrons, \( e \), and fast ions, \( \alpha \):

\[
\Sigma = \sum_{j = i, e, \alpha} \Sigma_j. \tag{2}
\]

The dependence of the quantity \( \Sigma_\alpha \) on the fast-ion velocity distribution is principally on the projection of the distribution onto \( \mathbf{k}^s \)—that is, \( f^{\alpha \parallel}(u) = \int \delta(u - \nu^s \cdot \mathbf{k}^s / k^s) f^{\alpha}(v) dv \), where \( f^{\alpha}(v) \) is the fast-ion velocity distribution. \( \Sigma_\alpha \) accounts for the fluctuations, principally in the electron distribution, driven by the motions of the fast ions. The drive of these fluctuations can be pictured as a swan on a lake leaving a depression in the water and drawing a wake, the swan being the fast ion and the water the electron distribution. The depression corresponds to the Debye shielding surrounding the ion while the wake corresponds to weakly damped waves excited by resonant interaction with the ion motion. The frequency \( \omega^s \) of a particular wave vector component \( \mathbf{k}^s \) of the fluctuations driven by a particular ion is approximately given by \( \nu^s = \nu_{\text{ion}} \cdot \mathbf{k}^s / 2\pi \), where \( \nu_{\text{ion}} \) is the velocity of the ion setting up the fluctuation. A typical scattering function for the TEXTOR CTS system is shown in Fig. 2. Here the resolved wave vector \( \mathbf{k}^s \) is at an angle of 160° to the static magnetic field and the fast-ion population is the computed steady-state distribution resulting from a deuterium neutral beam injected with a particle energy of 50 keV.

It can be seen that for positive frequencies a contribution from the fast ions is present while no contribution is noted for negative frequencies. This is because the beam ions modeled here are born with a velocity component antiparallel to the magnetic field and hence \( \mathbf{k}^s \cdot \nu_{\text{beam ion}} > 0 \).

III. METHOD

The CTS system at the TEXTOR tokamak (\( R = 1.75 \text{ m}, a = 0.45 \text{ m} \)) uses probe radiation at 110 GHz from a gyrotron operated at ~100–150 kW in short pulses with an integrated on-time of at most 200 ms. The probe radiation is pulsed to distinguish the CTS signal from background ECE emissions.
For CTS operation with this gyrotron the tokamak toroidal magnetic field on the magnetic axis is set at \( \sim 2.6 \) T so that the fundamental and second harmonics of the cold electron cyclotron resonance at 110 GHz are located outside the plasma on the high-field side and low-field side, respectively \((R=1.16 \text{ m}, R=2.32 \text{ m})\). During scattering experiments it is important to operate without a strong resonance in the plasma since this would give rise to significant electron heating when the gyrotron probe radiation is fired into the plasma and hence result in an increase in the electron cyclotron emission (ECE) level, which in this case would be indistinguishable from the scattered CTS signal. Furthermore, the signal-to-noise ratio would decrease significantly since the main contributor to the noise is ECE from the plasma.

The spectral power density of the CTS signal in the frequency range of interest for fast ion dynamics is on the order of 1–10 eV. This has to be compared to the background ECE which is in the range 10–100 eV when the cold ECE resonances are outside the plasma. To separate the scattered signal from the ECE background the gyrotron is modulated, typically with a 50% duty cycle, 2 ms on, 2 ms off, giving a temporal resolution of 4 ms. The gyrotron beam enters the plasma from the low-field side in the horizontal midplane and the launch direction may be altered by a steerable mirror near the plasma. Likewise, the orientation of the receiver beam is controlled by a movable mirror placed on the low-field side approximately 20 cm above the entry of the probe beam as seen in Fig. 1. The received scattered radiation is detected using a heterodyne receiver upgraded to 42 spectral channels with bandwidths from 80 MHz to 750 MHz, giving complete coverage from 107 GHz to 113 GHz \cite{23}. A notch filter of 120 dB rejection over a 200-MHz bandwidth is used to reduce stray radiation at the gyrotron frequency. A big effort has been made to find gyrotron operating scenarios with a spectrally pure output without spurious modes \cite{24}. However, during the gyrotron turn-on and turn-off phases the gyrotron frequency is unstable and may be outside the range of the notch. To avoid significant gyrotron stray light reaching the receiver electronics, a pin switch is used to attenuate the signal for about 0.1 ms during the gyrotron switching phases. The diagnostic is calibrated using thermal emission from the empty vacuum vessel and ECE. Further details on the diagnostic and its upgrades can be found in \cite{23, 24, 25, 26}. All data discussed here are from the upgraded system except data from discharge No. 89509.

In Fig. 3, six time traces of the data sampled by the CTS receiver are shown. The data shown in the two upper plots (a), (b) are from channels centered around 110.5 GHz and 110.9 GHz, 0.5 GHz, and 0.9 GHz away from the gyrotron line, respectively. Referring to Fig. 2, the channels are expected to be subject to scattered radiation arising from the bulk ions (0.5 GHz) and the fast ions (0.9 GHz). The blue curve sections represent the signal level during the time when the gyrotron is switched off (ECE) while the red corresponds to the signal during the gyrotron probing time (ECE+CTS). Here the term ECE covers both the ECE background emitted from the plasma and the receiver noise. We refer to the periods when the probe is on (off) as gyro periods (ECE periods). The time gaps between the gyro and ECE periods are due to the pin switch discussed above. In order to extract the CTS signal the ECE level must be estimated in the gyro periods. To this end, the ECE signal is monitored some GHz away from the gyrotron frequency at both higher and lower frequencies. Here no scattered signal is present. These data are shown in the two lower plots in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f). These signals combined with the ECE level recorded in the ECE periods in channel \( n \) are used to give an estimate of the ECE level during the gyro periods in channel \( n \). The estimated ECE levels are shown as green curves in all plots in Fig. 3. As a demonstration of the robustness of the ECE fitting, a channel where no signal is expected (108.98 GHz) is also presented in the figure. The extracted scattered signal level from this channel using the ECE fitting averages out to zero and has a standard deviation less than 0.5 eV for samples integrated over one gyro period of 2 ms. This includes uncertainty due to both the stochastic nature of the ECE and noise signal and the uncertainty in the ECE fitting.

In shot No. 89509 a scattering geometry was established having an overlap at a position of \( R=1.67 \) m, \( z=0.08 \) m, \( z=0.03 \) m. The wave vector of the resolved fluctuation made an angle of 113° to the magnetic field. These values are estimated by ray tracing. Ion heating was provided by 1.3 MW of cocurrent neutral-beam injection with an acceleration voltage of 53 keV and 1 MW of ion cyclotron resonance heating at 38 MHz. Both were applied until \( t=2.2 \) s. After the main heating phase the ECE background can be seen to decrease over approximately 50 ms in Fig. 3. During the heating phase, sawtooth oscillations are seen at \( t=1.97 \) s, \( t=2.05 \) s, \( t=2.14 \) s, and \( t=2.23 \) s in the electron temperature time traces from the ECE diagnostics and electron density time traces from the interferometer. These sawtooth oscillations are seen as sudden increases in the ECE background in the CTS data in Fig. 3, due to ECE emitted from the edge of the plasma and not the plasma center. Despite the strong perturbation of the ECE background at sawtooth crashes, no evidence of sawtooth oscillation is seen in the CTS signal centered at a frequency of 110.9 GHz as shown in Fig. 4. The 110.5-GHz channel, however, shows a clear sawtooth response. Other CTS channels also see the sawtooth oscillation as shown in Fig. 4. A contour plot of 21 CTS channels is given in Fig. 5. A clear effect on the spectra can be seen when the ion heating is turned off at 2.2 s. The spectra during the heating flat top \( (t=2.1 \) s) and 100 ms after the turn off \( (t=2.3 \) s) are also shown. For this discharge the number of channels for which data were recorded was limited by the number of available analog to digital converters (ADCs). The signal from the fast ions was expected to be at frequencies higher than the gyrotron frequency. Hence, the channels recorded were selected so that there were no spectral gabs from 110.14 GHz to 111.18 GHz, unlike the situation below 110 GHz. In the rest of the discharges shown here more ADC’s were available and no such prioritization was necessary.

We will return to this discharge later where the spectral evolution and the corresponding velocity distribution will be discussed in more detail.

**IV. EVIDENCE OF THE CTS ORIGIN**

In the upgraded diagnostic \cite{23, 24} the viewing direction of the receiver beam can be scanned more than 10° per sec-
ond permitting a wide scan of viewing direction within the duration of a plasma discharge. Such scans facilitate finding overlap between probe and receiver beam. They also provide good evidence that the signals attributed to CTS are genuine and not due, for instance, to spectral impurity of the gyrotron emission, as seen in the recently published results from the Frascati Tokamak upgrade (FTU) CTS [28]. An example of such a scan is shown in Fig. 6. Here the viewing direction of the receiver beam was scanned toroidally, passing through the fixed probe beam. The gyrotron was modulated with a duty cycle of 5% (2 ms on, 38 ms off). The probe beam was launched in the horizontal midplane with a toroidal angle of $-10^\circ$ to the poloidal plane (positive in the clockwise direction as seen from above) and the receiver toroidal angle was swept from $-20^\circ$ to $0^\circ$ while having a close to constant elevation angle of $-26^\circ$ relative to the horizontal plane (i.e., looking downwards, as in Fig. 1). The result of the scan is shown in Fig. 6. A clear signal is seen to appear with a maximum at 2.1 s. Since the receiver mirror is located approximately 50 cm from the scattering volume and the over-

![Fig. 3](https://example.com/fig3.png)

FIG. 3. (Color) Time trace of raw data sampled in six different channels. Red curves represent samples taken during gyro periods (gyrotron on, CTS+ECE), while blue are samples taken during ECE periods (gyrotron off, ECE). In the two upper plots (a), (b) the CTS component of the signal is visible. The two lower graphs (c), (f) show data from frequency channels where no CTS signal is expected. The green line is the reconstructed ECE level during the gyro periods. (c) shows a channel where no CTS signal is expected and in (d) only a small CTS level is expected. It is seen that the background ECE of all the channels have a similar temporal behavior including a strong perturbation due to sawtooth crashes at times 1.97 s, 2.05 s, 2.14 s, and 2.23 s.
FIG. 4. (Color online) Spectral power density in six CTS channels during TEXTOR shot No. 89509.

lap is seen from the graph to be present within 5° of the toroidal receiver angle, it follows that the toroidal width of the widest of the probe and receiver beams is approximately 4 cm, in agreement with the expected widths of the probe and receiver beams in the overlap region. This is then also an approximate upper limit on the extent of the scattering volume in the direction orthogonal to the probe and receiver beams.

Another demonstration that the measured data are the result of CTS and carry information on ion dynamics, and that they are not an artifact of spectrally impure gyrotron emission, can be seen in Figs. 7 and 8 where CTS measurements from two similar plasmas with coinjected neutral beam are presented for two different scattering geometries, one viewing in the codirection, the other in the counterdirection, respectively. In both cases a central scattering volume was established at $R=1.8$ m.

In plasma shot No. 97984 (Fig. 7) the resolved fluctuation wave vector $\mathbf{k}^f$ has an angle to the static magnetic field of $\sim 45°$. It is seen that the CTS spectra are unsymmetrical during the heating phase (until $t=4.5$ s), extending to frequencies lower than the gyrotron frequency indicating that $\mathbf{k}^f \cdot \mathbf{B}_0 < 0$ [see geometry in Fig. 7(b)]. This agrees with the fact that the birth velocity of the beam injected fast ions is antiparallel to the magnetic field.

Likewise, in plasma shot No. 100911 (Fig. 8), the resolved angle is $\angle (\mathbf{k}^f, \mathbf{B}_0) = 135°$ and a positive frequency shift is dominating the CTS spectra during the beam-heating phase until $t=4.0$ s. Here sawtooth oscillations are seen to perturb the CTS spectra. A detailed analysis of the fast-ion interaction with sawtooth oscillation measured by CTS will be addressed elsewhere.

V. INFERRING THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION

The CTS spectrum depends on a range of plasma parameters. Most important for the spectra considered in this paper is the fast-ion distribution, but for frequencies closer to the gyrotron frequency other parameters, such as electron density, bulk ion temperature, and impurity ion concentration, have dominant influence on the spectra. Plasma turbulence is in principle also contributing to the spectra but at frequencies which are masked by the notch filter. The parameters which the spectra depend on, but which are of secondary interest, are referred to as nuisance parameters. Some of the nuisance parameters are known from other diagnostics with a finite uncertainty. The measured CTS spectra are fitted using a least-squares fitting procedure which takes prior information about parameters, in particular nuisance parameters, into account and implements a Bayesian method of inference where information from a range of diagnostics is combined optimally with the information provided by the CTS diagnostic [29]. In the Bayesian terminology the applied procedure is that information about parameters from diagnostics other than CTS is represented by a distribution function called the prior. The information on parameters provided by CTS is
represented by a distribution function called the likelihood function. The product of the prior and the likelihood is the posterior and represents the combined information from all involved diagnostics. The maximum of the posterior is the best estimate provided from the least-squares fitting procedure employed here. This approach, least squares with nuisance parameters (LSN), is discussed in more detail in Ref. [29]. The forward model used in the inference is a fully electromagnetic model of CTS with magnetized thermal ions while the fast ions are treated as unmagnetized [15].

The ion velocity distribution is assumed to consist of a thermal part and a superthermal part. The thermal bulk ions consist of Maxwell-distributed populations of deuterons and protons. Impurity ions are represented by Maxwell-distributed carbon and iron. Bulk and impurity ions are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium and are characterized by density, temperature, and a drift velocity along the magnetic field. The scattering geometries realized in the presented discharges are not sensitive to a poloidal rotation, which is thus not included in the model. The fast-ion population is modeled by a one-dimensional (1D) distribution function defined by a number of velocity nodes through which a smoothed trapezoidal function is drawn. An example of an ion distribution model optimized to fit the measured data is shown in Fig. 9(b). The plot shows the tail of the bulk deuteron and proton distributions plotted together with the fast-ion velocity nodes (dots) defining the fast-ion distribution function. The resulting spectrum and the measured data, the latter represented by a histogram, are shown in Fig. 9(a). No data are present in the vicinity of the probing frequency due to the notch filter. The fluctuations induced by the impurity and bulk ions dominate the central part of the CTS spectrum which is monitored by seven CTS channels in this example.

The shape of this part depends on seven parameters: \( n_e, T_e, n_D/n_H, T_i, \) drift velocity, and the two impurity concentrations. Most of these parameters are well diagnosed by other systems reflected in a prior distribution function with small width with respect to these parameters. This makes it possible to extract estimates of the ion temperature and drift velocity from the CTS data if prior information of these are not included. Finally, for frequencies greater than 110.5 GHz the fast-ion feature is seen to dominate.

The prior information may affect the error bars associated with the inferred velocity distribution. The spectral variations as functions of the beam overlap and incident power [see the equation of transfer Eq. (1)] is that of a single scaling factor. Before any data treatment the scaling factor is poorly known. This is because estimates of the total probing power and the beam overlap are uncertain. The data analysis is divided into two parts. In the first step, the prior of the scaling factor is very broad reflecting large uncertainty in our knowledge of this value. Based on the assumption that the scaling factor is a constant for all recorded CTS spectra in a discharge the scaling factor can be estimated with a much reduced uncertainty. This information is represented by a new prior with much reduced width. The error bars shown in Fig. 10(a) represent the uncertainties in the inferred fast-ion velocity.
distribution obtained using the original prior for scaling factor and the impurity concentrations. The reduced error bars in Fig. 10 result from the use of the new narrower prior for scaling factor and impurities concentrations—i.e., making use of the assumption that these parameters are near constant throughout the CTS recording period.

VI. DISCUSSION OF INFERRED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS

The inferred velocity distribution for plasma discharge No. 89509 is shown in Fig. 11. There is asymmetry in the distribution which is due to the beam ions injected in the codirection and the scattering geometry is such that the resolved direction in velocity space has a component in the codirection. At the heating turnoff the distribution is seen to relax towards a pure Maxwell distribution with a lower temperature. Also the plasma drift velocity can be seen to change. Before the turnoff the plasma is seen to rotate in the direction of the beam injection. Just after the turnoff the distribution gets centered closer to zero velocity.

A set of 1D slices of Fig. 11 are presented in Fig. 12. Here the time evolution at four velocities is shown. It may be seen that sawtooth oscillations are present at velocities close to the bulk distribution while no clear evidence of sawtooth behavior is seen in the superthermal velocity nodes in this discharge. Two time slices are also shown in the figure. Here the bulk part is plotted along with the fast-ion distribution. It can be noted that at $t=2.1$ s a significant non-thermal part is present while at $t=2.3$ s the shape is purely Maxwell distributed.

TEXTOR has the capability of changing the neutral beam power without changing the acceleration voltage. This is done by changing the V target of the injector and thereby scraping off a part of the beam [30]. The velocity distribution was measured during two discharges with different injected power (0.4 MW and 1.0 MW) but with constant acceleration voltage of 50 keV. In both cases hydrogen atoms were injected into a hydrogen plasma. In the two discharges, a CTS measurement was performed 700 ms after the beam turnon. The scattering volume was located near the plasma center ($R=1.81$ m), and the resolved fluctuation wave vector had an angle of $140^\circ$ to the magnetic field. Both discharges had a central electron density of $2.4 \times 10^{19}$ m$^{-3}$ in the CTS time window while the electron temperature measured by Thomson scattering and ECE diagnostics was 1.5 keV in the low-
beam-power discharge and 1.9 keV in the high-power discharge. The ion temperature is estimated from charge exchange spectroscopy to be 1.1 keV and 2.0 keV in the plasma center, respectively. The measured spectra are shown in Fig. 13. The inferred fast-ion velocity distributions are displayed in Fig. 14. It can be seen that even though the change in beam power is 150% the fast particle contribution is increased by a factor of 3. Since the electron and ion temperatures are measured to be higher in the high-beam-power discharge, the fast ion slowing down rate will be lower. This, combined with the difference in influx of injected fast particles, explains the difference seen in the suprathermal part of the distributions. Fokker-Planck simulations of these discharges have been performed and are also presented in Fig. 14.

VII. COMPARING WITH NUMERICAL SIMULATION

We model the fast ions and the bulk ions using the Fokker-Planck equation \[ \frac{\partial f}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (v f) = \frac{1}{\eta} \nabla^2 f + \frac{1}{\eta} \nabla \cdot (\nu \nabla f) \] for a homogeneous plasma. This allows us to simulate the behavior of a small population of energetic test particles and compare the evolution of these with the CTS fast-ion measurements taken near the center of the plasma. In the center of TEXTOR, the energetic ion trajectories generally remain close to the plasma center. This justifies the use of a homogeneous plasma.

The Fokker-Planck simulation uses the electron density measured by interferometry and the electron temperature from ECE and Thomson scattering diagnostics as input. The fast-ion source term is given by a neutral beam source term.

FIG. 10. (Color online) Fast-ion velocity nodes with error bars using a broad prior (a) and a new prior with reduced width (b) assuming that the scaling and the impurity levels are near constant throughout the CTS measuring time.

FIG. 11. (Color online) Log$_{10}$ contour plot of obtained velocity distribution. The scattering geometry is described in Sec. III with a radial position of \( R = 1.67 \) m and a resolved direction of 113° to the magnetic field.

FIG. 12. (Color online) (a) Time traces of the velocity distribution. (b) Time slices of the velocity distribution.
where the total input power has been divided up into three energy peaks, representing the birth energies $E$, $E/2$, and $E/3$, where $E=50$ keV. In the TEXTOR neutral-beam injectors this ratio is $R_E=R_{E/2}=0.33$, $0.42$, $0.26$ for hydrogen injection and $0.41$, $0.38$, $0.21$ for deuterium injection at an acceleration voltage of $50$ keV. The beam deposition rate is calculated taking the ionization rate of the neutrals to be proportional to the local density and integrating along the beam injection path. No effect of the ICRH is included in the source term. The computed bulk ion temperature and drift are the results of interaction with the electrons and the fast ions and loss of energy and momentum through transport. Test particles with a velocity above the critical velocity $v_c$ are primarily slowed down due to interaction with electrons, while below $v_c$ the bulk ions are dominating the interaction. In the TEXTOR plasmas considered in this paper, $v_c$ in the plasma center spans $1.8$–$2.2 \times 10^6$ m/s. Since the main part of the measured nonthermal ions have velocities lower than this, the energy loss of the test particles is mainly transferred to the bulk ions. The test particle momentum loss is transferred to the bulk plasma driving the plasma rotation. The ion temperature is furthermore asymptotically approaching the electron temperature. The electron temperature is given as an input. Additionally, an energy loss term and a momentum loss term is added intended to represent transport away from the hot plasma center. The loss terms are represented by confinement times for ion energy and momentum (250 ms and 45 ms, respectively), both of which are set for the best fit in the flat top period and are as such purely ad hoc parameters. Their values are kept constant throughout the modeling including the slowing-down period. The bulk particle confinement time is set to match the measured density. The test particles evolve towards a Maxwell distribution in equilibrium with the bulk ions and electrons. Once the energetic test particles have slowed down, they are transferred to the bulk population. This is done by extracting and transferring the fraction of the test population which has the same distribution as the bulk. This maintains the condition
that the test particle density is small compared to the bulk density.

A contour plot of the simulated fast-ion distribution during neutral-beam injection in TEXTOR shot No. 89509 is shown in Fig. 15 at a time where a stationary solution has been established. The resolved direction measured by CTS is indicated in the figure. The projected 1D fast-ion distribution function of this Fokker-Planck simulation is presented in Fig. 16.

As mentioned above, the source term only takes beam ions into account although the experiment also had ion cyclotron resonance heating. The resonance of the ion cyclotron heating was, however, located on the low-field side and is assumed not to influence significantly the fast ions in the scattering volume, which was placed slightly on the high-field side of the center.

The time evolution of the projected ion distribution obtained from the simulation is presented as a log10 contour plot in Fig. 17. The projection includes both the energetic test particles and the bulk-ion distribution. Inferred and modeled velocity distribution is compared at three superthermal velocities in Fig. 18. The simulated data are seen to agree well with the measured velocity distributions shown in Fig. 19. In both the simulation and the experiments the heating was turned off at 2.2 s, giving rise to decay of the population of fast ions with velocities in the range $1–1.5 \times 10^6$ m/s. The middle part of the measured distribution, from $-0.6$ to $0.6 \times 10^6$ m/s, is governed by the ion temperature and is associated with some uncertainty since only a few frequency channels were covering the bulk ion spectral features. Despite the limitations described in the beginning of the section, a satisfactory agreement is seen between the measured and simulated fast ions. It is seen that the decay of the fast ions is described well by a classical slowing down.

![FIG. 16.](image1.png) (Color online) Projection of the simulated energetic-ion test population shown in Fig. 15.

![FIG. 18.](image2.png) (Color online) Direct comparison of measurement and simulation at superthermal velocities. As shown in Fig. 9(b) the ion population densities at $u=1.1$, 1.2 and $1.35 \times 10^6$ m/s extend the bulk distribution. Good agreement during the slowing-down phase is found.

![FIG. 17.](image3.png) (Color online) Time evolution of the 1D projected Fokker-Planck simulation of beam ions for TEXTOR shot No. 89509 ($\log_{10} f^{1D}$).

![FIG. 19.](image4.png) (Color online) Time evolution of the measured 1D velocity distribution ($\log_{10} f^{1D}$). The fast ions seen at $u=1–1.5 \times 10^6$ m/s decay once the ion heating is turned off at $t=2.2$ s.
VIII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have shown measurements of the temporal evolution of fast-ion velocity distributions obtained by collective Thomson scattering. Examples of data are presented which give good evidence that the signals are indeed due to CTS and that valuable estimates of the fast-ion velocity distributions can be inferred from them. The relaxation of the ion velocity distribution after switch off of auxiliary heating was inferred from CTS and agreed remarkably well with simple Fokker-Planck simulations. These results represent a breakthrough for the use of millimeter-wave collective Thomson scattering for diagnosing dynamics of confined fast ions in fusion plasmas and constitute an important milestone in preparing this diagnostic technique for use at ITER.
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